A method is presented for recognition of nanograins in high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) images of nanocrystalline materials. We suggest a numerical procedure, which is similar to the experimental dynamic hollow cone darkfield method in transmission electron microscopy and the annular dark-field method in scanning transmission electron microscopy. The numerical routine is based on moving a small mask along a circular path in the Fourier spectrum of a HRTEM image and performing at each angular step an inverse Fourier transform. The procedure extracts the amplitude from the Fourier reconstructions and generates a sum picture that is a real space map of the local amplitude. From this map, it is possible to determine both the size and shape of the nanograins that satisfy the selected Bragg conditions. The possibilities of the method are demonstrated by determining the grain size distribution in gadolinium with ultrafine nanocrystalline grains generated by spark plasma sintering.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanocrystalline structures exhibit properties that are different from conventional coarse-grained structures. The unique properties result from both the reduced grain size and the large fraction of grain boundaries. Grain size and the grain size distribution (GSD) are important parameters for characterizing the structure of the nanoscale materials. To evaluate the detailed relation between properties and structure of nanocrystalline materials, it is necessary to determine the GSD. Nanocrystalline bulk metals prepared by spark plasma sintering of nanoscaled powders of rare earth metals 1, 2 show a significant change in mechanical and physical properties, as compared with the polycrystalline rare earth metals. However, the GSD features in the nanocrystalline metal bulks have rarely been characterized in literature, [3] [4] [5] which should be necessary to correlate the microstructure characteristics with the properties of the nanomaterials.
In general, there are several techniques in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) to determine the GSD in nanocrystalline materials, each with its own advantages and drawbacks. Estimation of the GSD from an XRD-pattern is sensitive to the applied analysis method. 6 Assumptions have to be made about the shape of the grains and the specific shape of the function of the GSD. 7 Therefore an approximated GSD needs to be compared with TEM results. Without knowledge about the shape of the distribution function, it is not possible to measure the GSD in nanocrystalline Gd via XRD.
TEM offers high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) 8 and also several dark-field techniques to measure the nanograin size directly, such as centered dark field (CDF), 6 annular dark field (ADF), or high angle annular dark field (HAADF) in scanning transmission microscopy (STEM). 9 HRTEM was chosen to study the nanocrystalline grain structure and measure the GSD.
HRTEM images show directly the translational symmetry of the crystal lattice in a material. The nanograins are identified and discriminated by the emergence of lattice fringes 10 [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The appearance of too many features in the image (e.g., generation of moiré pattern by overlap of grains 11 ) make it difficult to determine the contours of the nanograins from a simple evaluation of the image.
Hÿtch and Gandais developed a technique to extract nanograins by Fourier filtering of HRTEM images. 10 a map of the amplitude and a map of the geometrical phase. This procedure has been applied a few times to analyze complex structures on the nanoscale from HRTEM images quantitatively: the method based on the analysis of the amplitude is successfully adapted to measure the three-dimensional (3D) morphology of colloidal CdS nanocrystals, 12 highlight nanocrystals in an amorphous matrix 10 and in powders, 13 and observe size and morphology of the particles.
14 To the best of our knowledge, the method has never been applied to measure the GSD in compact nanocrystalline materials. For this purpose, the method of Hÿtch and Gandais needs to be adapted. In the present article, the method of Hÿtch and Gandais was extended to generate an amplitude map that contrasts different orientated nanograins and excludes less pronounced nanograins. Since the contrasted areas correspond to the two-dimensional projected areas of the nanograins, the procedure is applied to calculate the GSD of nanocrystalline Gd.
II. EXPERIMENTAL A. Sample preparation
The nanocrystalline Gd was produced by a combination of inert gas condensation and spark plasma sintering in an entirely closed system. A more detailed description of the synthesis of nanocrystalline pure rare-earth metals can be found elsewhere. 1, 2 From the available Gd samples, two TEM foils were prepared using mechanical grinding and low-angle Ar-ion milling. Dimple grinding was avoided to keep the oxidation of the material on a low level.
B. Electron microscopy
The HRTEM observation was carried out on a JEM 3010 TEM/STEM (HR pole piece, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a multi scan 1k Â 1k Gatan charge coupled device (CCD) camera (Pleasanton, CA). Studies were performed at 300 kV. Due to random grain orientation, some of the nanograins appear close to Bragg conditions and thus produce lattice fringes.
The HRTEM micrographs were taken at a magnification of 400,000. This magnification was found to be optimum, providing reasonable field of view and at the same time reasonable sampling of the lattice fringes on the CCD (approximately half Nyquist frequency). It is a compromise between different favorable conditions. To be as selective as possible, each Bragg spot of the Fourier spectrum should be far away from the origin, which is the case at low magnifications. On the other hand, a high magnification offers a better opportunity to analyze the nanograins. The image processing of the pictures was performed in the Digital Micrograph (Gatan) framework using homemade scripts.
III. IMAGE PROCESSING
In a HRTEM image, the nanograins are represented as a self-contained area consisting of one or more sets of lattice fringes. The lattice fringes are sinusoidal waves of intensity with a specific amplitude A g and a specific geometrical phase P g . 10 Their wavelength depends on the reciprocal lattice vector g of the corresponding lattice planes. Thus, the intensity I as a function of the position r in an HRTEM image of the crystalline structure can be written as a Fourier sum [Eq. (1)]:
Fourier filtering is an image processing technique often used in HRTEM to improve image contrast by placing a mask around Bragg spots in the Fourier spectrum. Via Fourier filtering, it is possible to decompose the image in terms of amplitude A g (r) and geometrical phase P g (r). The theoretical basis of this method was first described by Hÿtch and Gandais in Ref. 10 , explained extensively in Refs. 15 and 16, and further developed in Ref. 17 . To image the nanograins, the amplitude is isolated as a function of position A g (r). The amplitude is the envelope function of sinusoidal lattice fringes and displays the local degree of contrast of a set of fringes. The resulting FFT signal spectra display the distribution of the spatial image frequencies in the reciprocal space. Each Bragg spot in the FFT spectrum represents a set of lattice fringes with a specific distance 1/g and a specific orientation. The arrangement of several Bragg spots on concentric rings in the FFT spectra indicates the existence of several grains with different orientation in the original image. The radius of each ring corresponds to a particular interplanar spacing 1/g.
At these rings, a circular path of 180 was defined to record all possible orientations of lattice fringes [black arrow in Fig. 2(b) ]. During the numerical routine, a square window moves along the path with a step width . The step width was adapted on the one hand to yield sufficient resolution for distinguishing twins from each other and on the other hand to avoid selecting some grains twice. At each step, a spot of the FFT spectrum is chosen as the reciprocal lattice vector g; the value of g is calculated by the center of mass in the square window. Then a mask is applied to the position of g in the reciprocal space. The amplitude image is generated from the back-transformed image by calculating its modulus.
After the whole cycle, all the single maps of amplitude are added up to one sum picture [ Fig. 2(c) ]. For every chosen interplanar spacing, a sum picture is generated that shows the local contrast of the corresponding lattice fringes.
The quality of the amplitude map strongly depends on the size and shape of the mask M(k) applied in reciprocal space. 15 A circular Gaussian hat was chosen as a mask to reduce the noise and to smooth the amplitude maps. Its diameter was adapted on the one hand to reduce the lateral resolution only as little as possible and on the other hand to enhance the averaging in real space to minimize the background noise. The compromise leads to some residual noise in the filtered image. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, only the strongest Fourier components are selected. These correspond to the smallest rings in the Fourier spectrum. Only if the brightest pixel in the square window has an intensity larger than 1/4000 of the maximum intensity in the Fourier spectrum is an inverse FFT applied. Selecting spots with a lower intensity than 1/4000 results in amplitude single maps with a signal to noise ratio lower than 2. To enhance the resulting contrast, the intensity of each single map is squared.
Since the Fourier spectra of HRTEM images are related to the diffraction pattern, the generated amplitude images are related to dark-field images. 18 Therefore, the method can be referred to as numerical dynamic hollow cone dark field.
The gray levels in the amplitude images depend on the amplitude of the related lattice fringes. White represents a high and black a low amplitude. Usually different grains are represented in different amplitudes and thus in different mean gray levels. Thus a suitable threshold value cannot be defined in general to binarize the amplitude maps for a fully automatic image analysis. If a uniform threshold value is chosen automatically, many grains are not marked, and some grains are only partially marked. Therefore the nanograins were marked by hand. The area of each marked grain was measured by the particle analysis tool of Gatan Digital Micrograph.
The realization of the binary conversion for a fully automatic image analysis is still in progress. A feasible solution seems to be to binarize each single map before the final add-up. For that purpose, the threshold value has to be adjusted to the intensity values of each single picture automatically.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To record a grain size distribution, the projections of more than 200 nanograins at each sample were measured. From the area projections of the nanograins, the equivalent area diameter was calculated 19 and arithmetically grouped into 14 classes. In Fig. 3 , a histogram of the absolute count frequency distribution is shown. The displayed size distributions are numerically fitted by the log-normal function of Eq. (2):
where D represents the equivalent area diameter of the nanograins, D o is the median of the distribution, and s is a shape parameter (i.e., the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution of log D). For two observed Gd samples, the calculated GSDs are similar and have essentially the same parameters. This confirms the reproducibility of both the SPS procedure and the analysis method. The GSDs can be well described by a log-normal distribution.
Not all of the nanograins satisfy the Bragg condition. Thus, a fraction of nanograins are not visible in the HRTEM micrographs and not represented in the GSD. It is well known that nanocrystals have a higher tendency to show lattice fringes 20 and to satisfy the Bragg condition from higher misorientations, yielding an increase of the fraction of recorded grains in a given image. The statistical occupancy of the rings in the recorded selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) [ Fig. 1(b) ] indicates a random orientation of the nanograins that satisfy the Bragg condition. It is most unlikely that the invisible fraction of nanograins shows a crystallographic texture. Thus, we assume a statistical orientation of all the nanograins (no crystallographic texture).
Nanograins that are represented by two sets of lattice fringes allow estimation of the accuracy of grain recognition. A comparison of two different amplitude maps of the same grain revealed in several cases a relative error of less than two percent.
The HRTEM images show only a two-dimensional projection of the grains. Therefore, we have to take into account projection artifacts that cause sampling errors. The sampling errors arise from overlap and truncation effects and generate an underestimation of the fraction of smaller grains. 19 The overlap of nanograins in the foil thickness can be decomposed by the numerical routine (Fig. 4) . Usually different grains have a different orientation of their lattice fringes. Thus, they appear in different single pictures, and their overlap can be separated by displaying the concerning single pictures. The effect of truncation is produced by sectioning of nanograins during thinning of the sample. The projection of such a truncation is smaller than the lateral extent of the initial grain. Furthermore, smaller grains have higher probabilities to be removed completely. The fact that the amplitude decreases with decreasing grain thickness 12 reduces the fraction of truncations in a recorded GSD, but it also enhances the underestimation of small grains which is at present unavoidable but considered to be unimportant.
As compared to ADF STEM, the numerical dynamic hollow cone dark-field method presented here has the advantage that the overlap of different nanograins can be disassembled from the single pictures. It is also possible to obtain similar images experimentally by dynamic hollow cone DF TEM. However, due to experimental difficulties, it is hardly possible to apply this method for revealing nano-sized grains. Also, a positioning of the filter mask applied to the Fourier spectra numerically is much more precise than the positioning of the object aperture on the diffraction pattern. Compared to hollow cone DF and ADF methods, the numerical filtering method has a higher azimuthal resolution and is more selective.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The presented method generates an amplitude map from a HRTEM picture that contrasts differently oriented nanograins that display the same interplanar spacing. To reduce projection errors, the numerical routine excludes nanograins that exhibit less pronounced lattice fringes. The method is general to all HRTEM images and can also be applied to contrast nanocrystals in an amorphous matrix or to discriminate crystalline nanoparticles to evaluate their size and shape statistically.
The described numerical routine was adapted to determine the GSD in nanocrystalline Gd. The procedure excludes some typical projection errors of TEM, e.g., overlap and truncation effect. In spite of underestimation of smaller nanograins, the recorded GSD follows a lognormal distribution.
In conclusion, the described method is a fast and quantitative way of discriminating nanograins. In addition to the method presented by Hÿtch and Gandais, 10 it is possible to illustrate the contours of different nanograins in one map automatically. 
